Abstract. Current fragmentation in semiinclusive deep inelastic leptoproduction offers, besides refinement of inclusive measurements such as flavor separation and access to the chiral-odd quark distribution functions h q 1 (x) = δq(x), the possibility to investigate intrinsic transverse momentum of hadrons via azimuthal asymmetries.
LEADING QUARK DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
In deep-inelastic leptoproduction (DIS), the soft hadron structure enters via the quark distribution functions. These distribution functions for a quark can be obtained from the lightcone 1 correlation functions [1] [2] [3] [4] .
Φ ij (x) = dξ − 2π e ip·ξ P, S|ψ j (0)ψ i (ξ)|P, S
depending on the lightcone fraction of a quark (with momentum p), x = p + /P + . In particular the At leading order, the relevant part of the correlator is Φγ
where ψ + ≡ P + ψ = 1 2 γ − γ + ψ is the good component of the quark field [5] .
1) For inclusive leptoproduction the lightlike directions n ± and lightcone coordinates a ± = a · n ∓ are defined through hadron momentum P and the momentum transfer q,
Explicitly, the matrix M = (Φγ + ) T in Dirac space using a chiral representation becomes for a spin 0 target the following 4 × 4 matrix, 
In hard processes only two Dirac components are relevant, one of them righthanded and one lefthanded (ψ R/L = 1 2
(1 ± γ 5 )ψ). Restricting ourselves to those states, the matrix for a spin 0 target becomes
R L
For a spin 1/2 target more quark distributions appear in the lightcone correlation function at leading order. In order to include all possible target polarizations, one can employ a spin vector 2 , in which case one obtains
Equivalently, and for our purposes more instructive, one can also express M as a 4 × 4 matrix in quark ⊗ nucleon spin space,
Note that the distribution functions exist for each quark flavor. The functions are also denoted f q 1 (x) = q(x), g q 1 (x) = ∆q(x) and h q 1 (x) = δq(x). The three functions are independent. From the fact that any forward matrix element of the above matrix represents a density, one derives positivity bounds [6] ,
As can be seen h 1 (x) involves a matrix elements between left-and right-handed quarks, it is chirally odd [4] . This implies that it is not accessible in inclusive DIS, where the hard scattering part does not change chirality except via (irrelevant) quark mass terms. By choosing a different basis of quark states, ψ ↑/↓ = 1 2
(1 + γ 5 γ 1 ) ψ and nucleon transverse spin states (along the x-axis),
one obtains the (equivalent) matrix
from which one sees that h 1 (x) is a transverse spin density. Leading gluon distribution functions correspond to lightcone correlators with transverse gluon fields,
This can be considered as a gluon production matrix, that for a spin 1/2 hadrons is given by
The leading contributions to current (left) and target (right) fragmentation.
Here we have used circularly polarized gluon states.
Inclusive DIS experiments have yielded a good knowledge of the unpolarized quark distributions q(x) in a nucleon and via the evolution equations of G(x). Polarized experiments have provided us with measurements of ∆q(x) and first indications of ∆G(x).
SEMIINCLUSIVE LEPTOPRODUCTION
Semiinclusive DIS (SIDIS), in particular one-particle inclusive DIS 3 , can be and also has been used for additional flavor identification. Instead of weighing quark flavors with the quark charge squared e is the usual fragmentation function for a quark of flavor q into hadron h, experimentally accessible at z h = P · P h /P · q. possibilities to study intrinsic transverse momentum of partons, quarks and gluons, via azimuthal asymmetries and the appearance of single spin asymmetries via T-odd fragmentation functions.
Before turning to these topics, I want to address the issue of separation of current fragmentation from target fragmentation, for which the leading order description is illustrated in Fig. 1 . While for current fragmentation we can use a description 3) For SIDIS the lightlike directions n ± and lightcone coordinates a ± = a·n ∓ are defined through hadron momentum P and P h , in which case the momentum transfer q requires a transverse component
factorizing into distribution and fragmentation functions, target fragmentation involves a more complex soft part, namely fracture functions [7] . Here we want to mention at least one check on the precision of current fragmentation. Up to mass corrections of order M 2 /Q 2 one has for current fragmentation the identities
Actually incorporation of kinematical 1/Q 2 corrections can be done by calculating the lightcone ratios (first entries in both equations) in a frame in which neither of the hadrons has a transverse momentum component.
Based on results in the EMC compilation in ref. [8] we take a rapidity interval ∆η ≈ 2 (sometimes referred to as Berger's criterium) to estimate the z-values for which one is most probably dealing with current fragmentation. For this we construct a plot using the definition of rapidity
π val zD (z) where
h⊥ . For current fragmentation one has z c = P − h /q − while for target fragmentation one is dealing with a ratio
The proportionality is all we need to deduce that for the center of mass rapidity one has
where W is the γ * N invariant mass, W = (1 − x)y s, fixing the maximum rapidity. For two values of W = 5 and 20 GeV, we have indicated the relation between z and η for both current and target fragmentation for a number of hadrons in Figs 2 and 3. For light hadrons the band reflects the influence of the transverse momentum. Looking at the ∆η = 4 difference one can estimate z-values above which current fragmentation dominates. Also indicated is how a typical (valencelike) fragmentation function produces a number density in rapidity. Clearly seen is how increased W vastly lowers the z-values where one may expect to deal with current fragments. 
LEADING QUARK DISTRIBITION AND FRAGMENTATION FUNCTIONS IN SIDIS
While the distribution functions in DIS could be obtained from the lightcone correlation function in Eq. 1, one encounters in SIDIS two types of lightfront correlation functions, involving also transverse momenta of partons as first pointed out by Ralston and Soper [9, 10] One part is relevant to treat quarks in a hadron
depending on x = p + /P + and the quark transverse momentum p T in a target with P T = 0. A second correlation function [11] 
describes fragmentation of a quark into a hadron. It depends on z = P + h /k + and the quark transverse momentum k T when one produces a hadron with P hT = 0. A simple boost shows that this is equivalent to a quark producing a hadron with transverse momentum P h⊥ = −z k T with respect to the quark.
As before we make the Dirac structure explicit and find at leading order only two relevant components, one of them righthand and one lefthanded. For fragmentation into spin 0 hadrons (e.g. pion production) this leads to the following 2 × 2 quark decay matrix,
R L
As compared to the production matrix in Eq. 4 one has the additional function H ⊥ 1 (z), which is allowed because one cannot use time-reversal invariance to constrain the structure of ∆ in Eq. 20. Such functions are referred to as T-odd. We note, furthermore, that H ⊥ 1 is also chiral-odd, hence it will appear in a cross section in combination with a chiral-odd distribution function such as h 1 . The appearance of the transverse momentum, however, has as consequence that this fragmentation function only can be measured via the dependence on the transverse momentum of the produced hadron, e.g. in azimuthal asymmetries.
For a spin 1/2 hadron one finds that the structure of Φ including transverse momentum dependence, leads to the production matrix,
to be compared with Eq. 11. Using time-reversal invariance all the distribution functions appearing in this equation are expected to be real, leaving aside mechanisms discussed in Refs [12] . For fragmentation functions, however, T-reversal cannot be used [13] [14] [15] , leading to two T-odd fragmentation functions [16, 17] . They are the imaginary parts of the complex off-diagonal (p T -dependent) functions. To be precise one obtains the decay matrix with fragmentation functions after the re-
. The possibility to access the full (transverse momentum dependent) spin structure of the nucleon is in my opinion one of the most exciting possibilities offered by 1-particle inclusive leptoproduction.
Bounds
In analogy to the Soffer bound derived from the production matrix in Eq. 4 one easily derives a number of new bounds from the full matrix, such as
obtained from one-dimensional subspaces and
obtained from two-dimensional subspaces. Here we have introduced the notation g
1T (x, p
. These bounds and their further refinements have been discussed in detail in Ref. [18] . There are straightforward extensions of transverse momentum dependent distribution and fragmentation functions for spin 1 hadrons [19] and gluons in spin 1/2 hadrons [20] .
Bound on the Collins function
As an application of using the bounds, consider the Collins function H ⊥(1) 1 for which we have
With the assumption
one finds for the function integrated over transverse momenta,
Lorentz invariance relations
Since both the p T integrated functions and the p T dependent functions originate from (nonlocal) combinations of two quark fields, Poincaré invariance poses restrictions on the various ways we project out distribution functions. In particular we consider the inclusion of the higher-twist functions for the p T -integrated functions, in which case the correlator Φ(x) in Eq. 1 becomes [4] Φ(x) = 1 2
T-odd
We will compare this with the p T -integrated result after weighing the Φ(x, p T ) with
The p
2 moment of the transverse momentum dependent functions turn out to be related to twist-three functions [21, 22, 17] ,
The above relations can for instance be used to estimate the magnitude of g
1T from polarized inclusive data on g 2 [23, 24] .
AZIMUTHAL ASYMMETRIES
As already mentioned before, in order to experimentally investigate the full spin structure including the off-diagonal transverse momentum dependent functions (Eq. 11) one needs semiinclusive measurements. The transverse momentum dependence is probed via specific azimuthal asymmetries. We limit ourselves here to just one example, but before doing so remind the reader of the 'rules'.
• Depending on the powers t of (M/P + ) [for fragmentation functions powers of (M h /P t . This is sometimes referred to as a twist expansion, although it in particular for the transverse momentum dependent correlators Φ(x, p T ) and ∆(z, −zk T ) only indicates the 'lowest twist' operators that play a role, now using twist in the rigorous operator-product-expansion sense.
• Cross sections are chirally even. For instance chirally even functions like f ... or g ... appear together with chirally even fragmentation functions D ... or G ... , while chirally odd functions h ... and e appear together with chirally odd functions H ... and E. Note that terms originating from quark mass terms multiply combinations of opposite chirality.
• The number of polarizations needed is even in the case of an even number of T − odd functions combinations of distribution and fragmentation functions and it is odd in the case of an odd number of T − odd functions.
The following explicit example serves to illustrate these points, namely the semiinclusive asymmetry (38) which is the cross section weighted with the magnitude Q T = |P h⊥ /z h and involving the angles of the transverse momentum of the produced hadron, φ is T-odd and chirally odd, it can appear together with the chirally odd distribution function h 1 , but since the latter is T-even, the combination appears in a single spin asymmetry: unpolarized lepton, transversely polarized target, production of a spinless particle. Many other examples have been discussed in the literature [25, 17, 22, 26] , some of them will be discussed at this meeting [27] . Also recent experimental indications of nonvanishing azimuthal asymmetries exist [28] [29] [30] 
QCD DYNAMICS
The study of distribution and fragmentation functions is interesting since it identifies well-defined quantities that can be extracted from experiment by using high energy (expansion in powers of 1/Q with calculable ln Q 2 perturbative corrections) and identified as specific matrix elements of quark and gluon fields. We will illustrate below how the QCD dynamics enters here. In Eq. 32 the quark-quark correlation function was expanded including (higher-twist) terms proportional to (M/P + ). These terms are the leading terms in a correlator involving ψ(0) D α ψ(ξ) where D α is the covariant derivative. For transverse indices one can use the QCD equations of motion, (i/ D − m)ψ = 0 to show that
T-odd
One can identify the socalled interaction dependent pieces via
T-odd
Relations
The relations following from Lorentz invariance and the equations of motion can be combined to relate the functions discussed above. In particular consider the 'leading' functions g 1 and g (1) 1T appearing in the matrix in Eq. 11 and the 'subleading' functions g T andg T discussed in the previous section. From the equations of motion and Lorentz invariance, respectively, we get (omitting quark mass terms),
(1) 1T
from which it is straightforward to derive the Wandzura-Wilczek relation [31, 17] ,
Using this also g
1T can be expressed in g 1 andg T . Often this relation is used to make further assumptions, e.g. the assumption that the interaction-dependent part g T ≈ 0 (and hence alsoḡ T ≈ 0) or the assumption that the p T -weighted function g (1) 1T ≈ 0. Although such assumptions are at the present time still fairly ad hoc, they allow us to obtain order of magnitude estimates of the functions from just the leading twist function g 1 .
The equivalent relations for the h-functions are
from which one obtains [4, 17] h L = 2x
For the T-odd functions, we will present the equivalent relations for the Collins fragmentation functions,
